Baby Transportation Storage System
Week 6 - Snapshot

Inclusive Design by Fenny Verina

SWOT analysis of basket on the front/ side and back

Strength
Save space
Convenient when dong the groceries shopping

Strength
Convenient when doing the groceries shopping
Balance

Weakness
Not so balance depends on the turning point
Parents will kick the basket
Threat
Higher chance to fall backwards
Hurt parents legs

Weakness
Taking extra space (wider)
Higher manufacturing cost because they need to produce
two for balancing
The space for the basket cannot be to wide, otherwise,
baby stroller and the basket could not fit into the standard doorway

Opportunities
Add the rubber stop on the basket to prevent the stroller
to fall backwards

Threat
Collide with other things easily because it makes the
stroller wider

Strength
Weakness
Taking extra space (longer)
Not convenient when doing the groceries shopping
Not balance
Not convenient for the kid’s legs
Hard to turn
Threat
Hurt the kids legs (accident)
Kids will take things from the basket and without the
attention of parents
Opportunities
Add on games or toys on the basket to let the kids to play

Opportunities
Safety
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1. Universal Clamp - to clip to baby stroller frame
2. Rod - to connect the clip and attachment
3. Attachment - to connect the rod and basket
4. Basket - aesthetic outer shell to protect the stuff inside
5. Fabric - to allow the expansion
6. Hinges - to allow the basket to fold

Universal Clamp

Rubber - to prevent the clamp
from moving

50mm

Universal Clamp is created to suit to up to six baby strollers. The
clamp part can be changed according to the size and shape of
the baby stroller frame. Some of the frame are round, rectagular
and oval. However, the hand grip part is designed to let parents
to twist the clamp easier.

Universal Clamp Prototyping

The first test of universal clamp prototyping is created by object
printer. The mechanism to tighten the clamp needs to be given
more tolerance because it is not that smooth. It is assumed to
be placed either on the handle bars or the rectangular bar near
the existing storage.

Basket Prototyping

The technical drawing of the attachment.

This is the basket prototyping made of polypropylene. The
thickness is 4mm. It can be folded and unfolded by the hinges.
The Velcro is attached to the side of the basket to allow the
adjustment. However, fabric will be attached inside.

Hinges

Piano String

Integral hinges that connect to the basket. It allows the basket
to fold to about 160 - 170 degree. It is made of ABS and injection moulding.

